A novel numerical method for the estimation of large time-varying parameter (TVP) models is proposed. The updating and smoothing estimates of the TVP model are derived within the context of generalised linear least squares and through numerically stable orthogonal transformations. The method developed is based on computationally efficient strategies. The computational cost is reduced by exploiting the special sparse structure of the TVP model and by utilising previous computations. The proposed method is also extended to the rolling window estimation of the TVP model. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the new updating, window and smoothing strategies in high dimensions when a large number of covariates and regressions are included in the TVP model.
Introduction
The assumption that the coefficients of a linear model are constant over time is often invalid.
Recently, models with time-varying structures have been adopted to explain inflation dynamics, to forecast macroeconomic variables under structural change and to model interest rates (Cogley and Sargent, 2005; Primiceri, 2005; Stock and Watson, 2009; Koop and Korobilis, 2013; Zhang and Wu, 2015) . A model with time varying coefficients can be given a state space formulation. The most common approach is to use the Kalman filter to provide the updated values of the coefficients, as each new observation is acquired. The Kalman filter is a fast recursive method, especially in small dimensions, but it does not have good numerical properties (Paige and Saunders, 1977) . It is based on matrix inverses, which can be ill-conditioned, and may be the reason for inaccurate results (Golub, 1965) . Specifically in a recursive method like the Kalman filter, where at every new data point estimates of the unknown parameters are obtained using previous computations, a numerical error at one iteration of the algorithm can be propagated through to future computations and produce inaccurate results (Higham, 2002) . Generalised least squares (GLS) have been applied on a univariate time-varying model in order to derive the Kalman filter and Kalman smoother estimators (Sant, 1977) . However, this approach is difficult to implement in practical problems as it requires the inversion of a large variance-covariance matrix which is computationally demanding and numerically unstable.
The contribution, herein, is to develop a novel numerical method for the estimation of the multivariate time-varying parameter (TVP) regression model. The proposed method estimates the TVP model by solving a generalised linear least squares problem which yields the best linear unbiased estimator of the model (Paige, 1979; Kourouklis and Paige, 1981) . The updating estimates, when new data are acquired, and the smoothing estimates, when existing data are revised, are derived.
The method is next extended to the window estimation of the model where data are added and deleted simultaneously. Numerical strategies which update the model to include the effect of new observations and which downdate the model to exclude the effect of old or obsolete observations are employed (Paige, 1978; Kontoghiorghes, 2017, 2018) . The novel method is reliable in delivering accurate estimation results, and computationally efficient which makes it feasible to estimate large TVP models. This is achieved in two ways. Firstly, by employing efficiently previous computations when new observations are acquired and by exploiting the sparsity of the multivariate TVP model (Gill et al., 1974; Paige, 1979; Golub and Van Loan, 2013) . Secondly, the computational tools which are mainly orthogonal transformations, have the property of being numerically stable and also the capability to limit the computational expense of the estimation procedures (Gill et al., 1974; Paige, 1978; Björck, 1996; Golub and Van Loan, 2013) . Furthermore, the proposed algorithm does not require non-singular variance-covariance matrices and also postpones the inversion of matrices up to the last step.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces a new numerical method for the estimation of the TVP model based on orthogonal transformations. Section 3 considers the multivariate TVP model where the regressions are contemporaneously correlated. The numerical estimation of the model is presented when observations are added to and/or removed from the model. The smoothing estimates of the model are also derived. Section 4 presents the computational results and finally, Section 5 concludes.
Numerical Estimation of the TVP Model
Consider the univariate time-varying parameter (TVP) model which is given by 2.1a) and
Here ψ t is the observation of the dependent variable y at time t, x t ∈ R k is the row vector of explanatory variables at time t, β t ∈ R k is the vector of the unknown coefficients which are evolving over time according to the random walk in (2.1b), and t and η t are the error terms with zero mean and variance σ 2 and σ 2 Σ η , respectively Prescott, 1973, 1976) . Also E( t t ) = 0 if t = t and E(η t η T t ) = 0 if t = t , t = 1, . . . , M , where M is the sample size. In addition, Σ η is a known, symmetric and non-negative dispersion matrix. Furthermore, from (2.1), it is easy to derive (see Sant (1977) )
Therefore the TVP model (2.1) up to time t takes the following form
. .
or conformably the compact form 2) where y t is the vector of observations for the dependent variable up to time t, X t , e t , A t and u t are analogously defined and Sant, 1977) . The GLS estimator of the latter model is given bŷ
However, the derivation of the GLS estimator is computationally costly and numerically unstable when Ω t is ill-conditioned (Paige, 1978; Kourouklis and Paige, 1981 ).
An alternative procedure to the GLS methodology is to consider solving a generalised linear least squares problem (GLLSP), that is,
3)
where C t ∈ R t×t is upper triangular and non-singular such that Ω t = C t C T t , v t is an arbitrary vector, v t ∼ (0, σ 2 I t ) and · denotes the Euclidean norm. Observe that Ω t is not formed explicitly but instead its special structure is taken into account. That is,
where C η is the Cholesky factor of Σ η , i.e. 4) where P t,1 ∈ R ((t−1)k)×((t−1)k) is orthogonal and C t ∈ R t×t is upper triangular and non-singular. To solve (2.3), the generalised QR decomposition (GQRD) of X t and C t is computed, namely,
where R t ∈ R k×k , U t ∈ R t×t are upper triangular and non-singular and Q t , P t,2 are orthogonal matrices of order t. When Q t and P t,2 are applied on (2.3), it gives argmin βt,vt
The GLLSP (2.3) now becomes 6) where the second part of the restrictions in (2.6) yields v t,B = U 
where x jt ∈ R k j is a row vector of explanatory variables for regression j at time t, ( 1,t . . . G,t ) T is a G × 1 disturbance vector with zero mean and variance covariance matrix
Moreover, η jt ∼ (0, σ jj Σ j ) and E(η jt η T it ) = 0 for i = j. As in the constant coefficients seemingly unrelated regressions (SUR) model, when σ ij = 0 for i = j, efficiency will be gained if the estimation of the unknown parameters is executed in a system of the G regressions (Zellner, 1962; Davidson and MacKinnon, 2004) .
Consider the ith regression of the system with all the available observations up to time t, that is,
. . .
or in compact form as
where e * i,t = e i,t − A i,t u i,t is defined as in (2.1). The TVP-SUR model is then given in matrix form,
where y i,t ∈ R t are the response vectors at time t, X i,t ∈ R t×k i are the exogenous matrices at time t with full column rank, β i,t ∈ R k i are the time-varying coefficients at time t and e * i,t ∈ R t are the disturbance terms, i = 1, . . . , G. Note that {·} denotes a set of vectors and ⊕ G i=1 is the direct sum which for notational convenience will be abbreviated by ⊕ i . The error term in (3.1) has zero mean and variance covariance matrix
where 
where vec({v i,t }) ∼ (0,
The solution of (3.3) is derived by computing the RQD 4) and the GQRD
, and L t ∈ R Gt×Gt are upper triangular and nonsingular, andP t,1 ∈ R Gt×((t−1)K+Gt) ,Q T t ,P t,2 , ∈ R Gt×Gt are orthogonal. Note that in the above computations the special structure of the matrices is exploited. Numerically stable and computationally efficient strategies which exploit the special sparse structure of the matrices have been previously developed (Kontoghiorghes and Clarke, 1995; Foschi et al., 2003; Yanev and Kontoghiorghes, 2007) .
Using the computations in (3.4) and (3.5) , the GLLSP in (3.3) is equivalently given by 6) where
The solution of the GLLSP in (3.6) is obtained by solving the triangular system L 22,t vec({v i,tB }) = vec({y i,tB }) for v i,tB and by setting vec({v i,tA }) = 0 in order to minimise the argument in (3.6). The BLUE of β i,t , i = 1, . . . , G, is derived from the solution of the triangular system
The steps for the numerical strategy for estimating the TVP-SUR model using orthogonal transformations are summarised in Algorithm 3.1.
Algorithm 3.1: Estimating the TVP-SUR model (3.1) using orthogonal transformations.
Updating the TVP-SUR Model with one new Observation
Consider now updating each regression in the TVP-SUR model when a new datum is collected. This is defined as the original model (3.1) together with a single new observation in each regression which at time t + 1 is given by
The updated TVP-SUR model at time t + 1 is written as
where the variance covariance matrix is
and
. Notice that the dispersion matrix of each time-varying regression is also updated by X i,t Σ i X T i,t to encapsulate the new information available, namely,
For the recursive estimation of the TVP-SUR model, consider re-arranging the observations of the updated TVP-SUR model (3.7) as follows
x 2,t+1 . . . (3.8) which is conformably written as
Now Ω * t+1 is given by
whereΩ t is the updated variance covariance matrix of the first t observations. That is, (3.2) is now revised to becomẽ
whereC t is from the RQD in (3.4) and C i is the Cholesky factor of Σ i . Then it follows that
Hence the GLLSP, which yields the BLUE of the updated by one observation TVP-SUR model, is given by (3.9) where previous computations from the solution of the GLLSP (3.3) can be efficiently utilised to reduce the computational cost. Namely, using the GQRD in (3.4) and (3.5) and the solution of (3.6), the latter GLLSP becomes 
whereL 11,t ∈ K×K is upper triangular and non-singular, and P t+1,1 ∈ 2K×2K . Employing (3.11) in (3.10) yields the equivalent GLLSP
Secondly, by computing the updating GQRD
where R i,t ∈ k i ×k i , i = 1, . . . , G, L t+1 ∈ K×K are upper triangular and non-singular and Q t+1 , P t+1,2 are orthogonal matrices of order K + G. The GLLSP is now given by
where (vec({v i,t+1A })
The latter GLLSP is solved in a similar way to (3.6). The strategy for updating the TVP-SUR model with a single new observation is summarised in Algorithm 3.2.
Algorithm 3.2: Estimating the updated TVP-SUR model (3.7) using orthogonal transformations.
1. Letỹ i,tA , R i,t , L 11,t and P t,2 emanate from the solution of the GLLSP (3.3).
Compute the RQD (L
3. Compute the updating QRD in (3.13a).
4.
Compute the updating RQD in (3.13b).
Compute vec({ỹ
6. Solve the triangular system ⊕ i R i,t+1 vec({β i,t+1 }) = vec({ỹ i,t+1A }) for β i,t+1 .
Multivariate Smoothing
Consider now estimating β i,t based on information up to time M , M > t. That is, at time M the estimates of β i,t will be re-estimated in order to be revised given the full sample of data. In a way similar to the filtering of the TVP model, it obtains that
In order to derive the smoothing estimate of β i,t , say β i,t|M , given the full sample, consider the following system of observations for each time-varying regression
14)
The latter is given in compact form by
where the error term e t+1:M +Ã t+1:M u t+1:M has zero mean and variance covariance matrix σ
The system of regressions in (3.14) is used to form the following The estimation problem of model (3.16) is now written as the GLLSP argmin
.
( 3.17) Given (3.5) and (3.6) , it follows that the latter is equivalent to
The solution of (3.18) is analogous to that of the GLLSP in (3.6) and follows from the updating (3.19b) Algorithm 3.3 below summarises the steps for obtaining the smoothing estimates using the proposed method.
Algorithm 3.3: Computing the smoothing estimates of the TVP-SUR model (3.16).
Compute the updating QRD (3.19a).
3. Compute the RQD (3.19b) .
6. Solve the triangular system ⊕ i R i,s vec({β i,t|M }) = vec({ỹ i,(s)A }) for β i,t|M .
Window Estimation of the TVP-SUR Model
While a model needs to be updated with the most recent data to keep the estimates up to date, often it is possible that observations will need to be removed from a model so that they no longer affect the estimation results. Observations are excluded from a model because they are old or because they have been detected to be outliers or influential data. Many a time, deleting observations from a model will occur in parallel with adding observations. This is part of the estimation over a rolling window of data and cross validation procedures.
Assume that the TVP model (3.1) has been estimated and at time t + 1 a rolling window moves forward acquiring one new observation and discarding the oldest one from the model. That is, consider (3.7) and partition y i,t+1 , X i,t+1 and e * i,t+1 as follows
is the deleted observation from the ith regression of the model, X vec({y (3.20) For the sequential estimation ofβ i over a window of data, consider the following TVP-SUR model
The variance covariance matrix in (3.21) is given bȳ
and is such that the effect of the oldest observation is excluded from the current estimate but the new information from the acquired observation will be incorporated. The imaginary unit in (3.21) gives the weight needed to downdate the model, that is, to eliminate the affect of the first datum (Hadjiantoni and Kontoghiorghes, 2017) . The window estimation problem is then given by (3.22) where the hyperbolic norm is used together with the imaginary unit ı to downdate the estimate of the TVP-SUR model Steinhardt, 1986, 1988) . Namely, for a complex vector x, the hyperbolic norm gives x h = x H Ψx where Ψ is a signature matrix and (·) H denotes the conjugate transpose. Here, ⊕ i ıx
i,t C i and ⊕ i X i,t C i is the new information incorporated into the variance covariance matrix of the first t observations due to the inclusion of the new data point. Notice that the information which updates the covariance matrix of the deleted observations, i.e.
is multiplied with the imaginary unit since it has to be excluded from the model. The GLLSP in (3.22 ) is solved by computing the corresponding RQ and generalised QR decompositions in a manner similar to the updating but using hyperbolic transformations when information needs to be removed from the TVP-SUR model (3.1).
Computational Experiments
Experiments have been designed to assess the computational efficiency of the proposed algorithms.
Specifically, the strategies presented herein have been compared with existing ones which estimate the model afresh. The computational efficiency of one algorithm compared to another algorithm is defined as the ratio of the computational cost of the two algorithms. Here, the execution time (in seconds) required by each algorithm to compute the desired estimate is presented in order to determine the computational efficiency of the proposed strategies.
To analyse the computational performance of the proposed methods and their counterparts, experiments based on synthetic data have been conducted. For the efficient implementation of the new methods, sequential and recursive strategies which exploit the special sparse structure of the matrices are employed (Yanev and Kontoghiorghes, 2007; Kontoghiorghes, 2017, 2018) . Three cases with the corresponding algorithms have been considered. Specifically, it is assumed that the TVP-SUR model has been estimated using the initial dataset and then, new observations enter the dataset and/or old observations are deleted.
Firstly, the problem of estimating the TVP model (3.7), which incorporates the effect of a single observation is investigated, by estimating the model afresh (see Algorithm 3.1 in Section 3) and by implementing the new Updating algorithm (see Algorithm 3.2 in Section 3.1) which solves the GLLSP (3.10). Table 1 presents the execution times, in seconds, of both algorithms which recursively add the effect of one new observation into the model 100 times. That is, the execution times presented in the third and fourth columns of Table 1 are the sum of re-estimating the model with one extra observation 100 times. Examples with various numbers of time-varying regressions G and unknown parameters K are shown. The times in Table 1 confirm that the Updating algorithm outperforms significantly the Afresh algorithm for the estimation of the TVP model. The computational efficiency of the proposed method increases as the dimensions of the models increase.
Secondly, consider deriving the smoothing estimates in (3.16) by solving the GLLSP (3.17) afresh or by solving GLLSP (3.18) which utilises previous computations. The Afresh smoothing algorithm is a variation of Algorithm 3.1 whereas the new Revising algorithm is Algorithm 3.3 in Section 3.2. Table 2 compares the two algorithms when each of them, at the end of the period M = 60, goes backwards 5 points in time to compute the smoothing estimates. That is, β M −i|M , i = 1, . . . , 5 are estimated. The time presented in each case is the average time required of the corresponding algorithm after 100 iterations. The Revising algorithm is considerably computationally more efficient than the algorithm that solves the GLLSP (3.17) afresh. The computing performance of the Revising algorithm becomes more effective when both the number of regressions G and the number of unknown parameters K increase. The Afresh and Revising algorithms go backwards at s = 5 points in time to compute the smoothing estimates of the TVP-SUR model. Models with K = 100, 500, 1000 unknown parameters and different number of regressions are estimated. The execution times presented is the overall time required to look backwards at 5 points in time. The average times of 100 such repetitions, multiplied by 100, are reported.
Finally, consider estimating the model over a rolling window of data. Namely, let the fixed size estimation window move forward at one point of time to capture the information from the next data point and while excluding the effect of the oldest data point. That is, estimate (3.20) by employing Algorithm 3.1 or by solving the GLLSP (3.22) using the up-downdating algorithm in (Hadjiantoni and Kontoghiorghes, 2017) . Table 3 reports the total time to estimate the model over a window (of fixed size) which rolls ahead one data point 100 times. The ratios of the execution times in Table 3 confirm that the recursive Up-downdating algorithm performs better than the Afresh algorithm and, similarly to the previous computational results, the efficiency increases when the models' dimensions increase. The Afresh and Up-downdating algorithms estimate the TVP-SUR model over a rolling window of data where one observation is added to the model and one is deleted. Models with initial number of observations t = 59, G = 10, 25, 50, 100, 250 regressions and different numbers of parameters K are presented. The time required to up-downdate the model with one observation 100 times is presented.
Overall, the results show that the recursive algorithms which utilise previous computations outperform the algorithms which estimate the model afresh. The computational efficiency becomes notable when both G and K increase. Experiments have been conducted for models of other dimensions; the computational efficiency is similar to Tables 1, 2 and 3 . The results show the practical usability of the proposed methods in estimating TVP models of high dimensions.
Conclusions and Future Work
The estimation of the multivariate TVP model using alternative numerical methods has been investigated. The TVP model can be written as a general linear model and therefore be estimated with the method of GLS (Sant, 1977) . However, using GLS to estimate such a model is computationally expensive and numerically inaccurate due to the computation of large matrix inverses.
Therefore, the proposed method considers the equivalent GLLSP to provide the estimates of the model. The GLLSP method has been shown to be computationally faster and numerically more stable than solving the normal equations to obtain the GLS estimator (Paige, 1979) .
Herein, numerical methods have been investigated for the efficient estimation of the TVP and TVP-SUR models. Various cases have been examined for the efficient estimation of the model when the estimates of the unknown parameters need to be re-computed after changes occur in the dataset.
Specifically, the case of updating the model with one new observation and also that of deriving the smoothing estimates of the model are examined. Finally, the simultaneous addition and deletion of observations (up-downdating) within the context of rolling window estimation is explored.
The algorithms developed herein, take advantage of the special sparse structure of the models and utilise efficiently previous computations. Experiments have been carried out to analyse the computational performance of the proposed algorithms which update the model with one new observation, compute the smoothing estimates of the model and estimate the model over a rolling window of data. The computational results show that the proposed algorithms are computationally more efficient than their counterparts and that their performance becomes more significant in high dimensions. This demonstrates the usefulness of the proposed methods in practical problems of large-scale TVP models.
Future work will consider the estimation of multivariate TVP models using a high-dimensional setting where the number of covariates exceeds the sample size, resulting in a singular variance covariance matrix. Having more parameters to estimate than available observations will affect the estimation of the initial model (see (3.1) ), but the updating when an extra data point arrives will be straightforward using the novel methods developed herein. Furthermore, models with a more complex time-varying structure should be addressed. For example, to allow for a time-varying variance-covariance matrix. Additionally, the estimation of time-varying parameter vector autoregressive models using the proposed numerical methods and their extension to model selection merit investigation.
